Now that Mairi Pileggi's Inverness home is all-electric, she no longer depends on propane to fuel her appliances.
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After Mairi Pileggi of Inverness installed solar on her home about 8 years ago, she wanted to be sure she was using the renewable energy her PV system was producing and get away from the cost and hassle of using propane.

Today, Mairi's home is all-electric. In addition to replacing her propane-fueled furnace, stove, and water heater with efficient electric appliances, she has also purchased an EV, installed a charging station, and added battery storage to her home to prepare for power shutoffs. Through Electrify Marin, Mairi received rebates totaling $1,500.

Mairi is very happy with all of the new appliances. "The comfort level of my home is great now. The mini-split system allows for different heating zones within the house," she said. After getting used to her new kitchen appliances, she also enjoyed doing her holiday baking in her new all-electric induction range this year.

"We've been meaning to make these changes for some time, and the rebates pushed the project forward for us," Mairi said, adding that she doesn't want to pass on reliance on fossil fuels to future generations.

When asked what advice she has for others considering electrifying their homes, Mairi said "Just do it! We're really faced with severe problems related to climate and we have to get off fossil fuels. This is a really easy way to do it."